
Inclusive Excellence Committee Meeting  
23 February 1110-1219 
  
In Attendance: Dr. Jamica Love, co-chair; Ms. Danielle Tolley, co-chair; LTC Alyssa 
Astphan; COL Gary Bissell; Cadet Fatoumata Diallo; Ms. Di Han; COL Sarah Jones; Mr. 
Vaughn McBean; COL Howard Sanborn; COL Tinni Sen; LTC David Sigler; MAJ Briana 
Williams 
 
Absent: Cadet Warren Dabney; Ms. Brenda Hartless 
 

1. Dr. Love convened the meeting at 1110. She asked for a motion to approve the 
previous two sets of minutes. One committee member suggested a grammatical 
correction to the text of the minutes and COL Sanborn agreed to make the 
change. COL Sen motioned to approve, COL Bissell, and the committee approved 
the minutes. 

2. Dr. Love directed the committee to a discussion of cultural competencies. One 
committee member suggested that some proposed changes might make the 
language, “more VMI.” Another committee member argued that the wording of 
the competencies should be distinct from VMI language to make them serve an 
inclusive excellence mission. 

3. Dr. Love presented the committee with a new set of cultural competencies and 
the committee discussed the new revisions.  

a. One committee member suggested that each competency should begin 
with a verb that captures the intention of an action. In revised competency 
four, individuals would be “acting” instead of “understanding” in how to 
serve as an ally to peers. In revised competency two, individuals might be 
“creating” self-awareness of biases and assumptions through self-
reflection. 

b. One committee member did not want to “lose” community members with 
direct language and encouraged the committee to think of ways to give 
individuals the ability to learn, which would resonate with individuals who 
want to know more about DE&I but are not sure what it means. 

c. One committee member discussed the importance of getting the action 
verbs right in order to develop buy-in amongst the community. 

d. One committee member suggested that the competencies would be 
translated to respective staffs by leaders on post. The competencies 
should make clear what the committee intends in terms of actions as it 
relates to the VMI Inclusive Excellence: One Virginia Strategic Plan. Too 
broad of competencies will not make it clear how leaders are to apply 



them to their operations. The competencies should ensure that there is an 
effort at accountability, which is the charge of the committee. 

e. In revised competency three, the committee discussed “reducing impacts” 
of bias. One committee member questioned if the competency should 
reduce the impact on policies, specifically. One committee member raised 
an issue of whether power should be discussed, but another committee 
member thought that it was not appropriate for this competency. One 
committee member suggested that the focus should be to reduce impacts 
on spheres of influence across post. 

f. In revised competency five, the committee discussed acknowledging social 
context on the lives of historically underrepresented groups. One 
committee questioned what the phrase “social context” meant and 
whether “community” or “societal” contexts would be clearer. Another 
committee member asked Dr. Love to clarify the use of “historically 
underrepresented groups.” She indicated that this had a specific meaning 
in the literature in her field. 

g. In revised competency six, the committee discussed the awareness of 
identities and whether the appropriate verbiage would include, 
“recognizing,”, “respecting,”, or “accepting.” 

h.  In revised competency seven, the committee discussed whether the 
language should encourage a focus on how “my” background influences 
perceptions of others. 

4. Dr. Love adjourned the meeting at 1219. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


